
Borre shares what he discovered on his journey to

SXSW with his special suit.
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Will wearable technology stay limited to a ‘gimmick’ or is there potential in smart

fashion? The eighth edition of DARING DESIGNERS in Pakhuis de Zwijger pinpoints the

value of innovative visionaries as Pauline van Dongen, Aniela Hoitink and Borre

Akkersdijk, while AMFI is preparing the new generation.

The well-attended initiative from FashionWeek Nederland and Vodafone Firsts Fashion

Lab explores the fusion between fabric and sensors. Where technology is integrated into

every corner of our daily lives, the opportunities within the fashion industry still need to

get discovered. However, the designers on the stage tonight are optimistic about the

future of wearable tech. With a like-minded ‘just do it’ they encourage the crowd to join

the revolution.

Borre ‘WiFi-guy’ Akkersdijk analyses

fashion as a digital platform that

surrounds your body. “The smartphone

has reached its max, everybody tries to

get away from their pixel-addiction. By

implementing GPS, WiFi and other

sensors in the B.B. Suit, my clothing

functions as a soft smartphone.” His

knitted tech-suit was one of the major

highlights on the SXSW festival in Austin

earlier this year. He even wrote his

circular knitting machine a ‘thank you

note’ for its hard work, showcasing his

intense relationship with technology.
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Sponsors and strong collaboration are critical to

research success, explains Aniela.

Each collection from Pauline van Dongen approaches

the fusion of body and technology in a unique way.

her on-going experiments with textiles.

Being able to create sound, light and

movement in a garment based on

circuits and code activated by the wearer

represents a new frontier in fashion and

design. Aniela also shared her work in

developing biotextiles – reminiscent of

AMFI’s Beyond Green symposia – fabrics

integrated with smart pigments that

react to water and light. NEFFA’s latest

project is a solar fiber from yarns that

capture solar energy that can be woven

into, well, just about anything.

Pauline van Dongen explores the body in

a technologically textured space. The

former design assistant of Hussein

Chalayan pleads for technology as a new

aesthetic language: “Technology creates

forms that a human hand could never

make. I want to get rid of the idea of

human versus machine, skin versus

metal. There is nothing natural in nature,

technology makes our humanness,” she

explains.

Time to translate abstract theories into

designs. ‘Wearable Solar’, a collaboration

between Pauline van Dongen and

Gelderland Valoriseert, is the epitome

example of how technology finds its way into garments. The high-end design pieces are

augmented with tiny solar cells that generate enough energy to charge a smartphone

within two hours. The flexible panels can be folded away – handy if the sun is as scarce

as in Amsterdam.
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Next, Aniela Hoitink introduced



Aniela Hoitink, Borre Akkersdijk, and Pauline van

Dongen at Pakhuis de Zwijger

collaboration between Fashion Theories

and Intelligent Environments,

tech-fashion is here and now. But

perhaps most exciting is the

introduction of our very own 3D

Bodyscanner. “Smart fashion only works

when the fabric fits closely to the body.

This scanner enables AMFI-students to

experiment with the possibilities of

wearable technology,” explains professor

Hein Daanen. A good example of

functional fashion that exceeds the

image of ‘gimmick’.

Sneak-peek into the future? Join the o cial launch of the 3D Body scanner on July 7 in the

AMFI plotter room. 

 Text by Eveline Koppejan, 2nd-year International Fashion & Branding student.
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Is this gazing into a crystal ball? Not so much. Smart technology is already interwoven




